1994 Porsche 911 / 993 Carrera - Carrera 4
Carrera 4

Price
Year of manufacture
Mileage
Gearbox

USD 73 444
EUR 65 000 (listed)
1994
229 783 km /
142 781 mi
Manual

Drive

LHD

Interior colour

Grey

Condition
Location
Fuel type

Number of seats

4

Exterior colour

Number of doors

2

Car type

Performance
Drivetrain

Original condition

Petrol
Blue
Coupé

272 PS / 201 kW /
269 BHP
4wd

Description
Car in excellent condition, only two owners of which the last one from 1998 to today, registered ASI.
It comes in a very exclusive color combination, with Iris Blau Pearl bodywork and Gray leather interior
with matching carpet. 3600cc engine with 272 hp, six-speed manual gearbox plus reverse and fourwheel drive. The car is equipped with its Service Book with all the services performed regularly and
always carried out at Porsche Service Centers.
The last 911 with an air-cooled engine was the 993 series launched in September 1993.
The restyling was more consistent and involved (for the first time since '63) also the plates in an
evident way: the more inclined front headlights and the different cut of the rear light clusters forced
Porsche to redesign the front fenders and some rear plates. Also new are the bumpers and part of the
interior. The technical innovations are also relevant: new rear suspension, called "LSA", an acronym
that stands for "light, stable, agile". A further technical innovation was the adoption, for the first time
on a production car, of the flat bottom. which improved the car's aerodynamics and stability. The 911
series with air-cooled engine closed in 1997.
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